
Preaching Elder R. Rubino
Sermon Outline for Sunday, November 14, 2021
Sermon: “Boring and Faithful!” Pt. 2- What’s Wrong With You People? Pt. 31

I Text:
Old Covenant:    Judges 10:3-5
New Covenant:   Luke 3:1-23
II Doctrine:  

Jair the Judge continued the surprisingly boring and faithful leadership of Tola. They combined 
for fifty five years of mature leadership. Amazingly there is no mention of Israel backsliding between 
the time of Tola and Jair’s time as Judge.

The number thirty is exploited in the narrative of Jair’s time as Judge. The maturity of his reign 
was symbolized by his thirty sons. The number thirty in the Bible often appears as a sign of maturity, 
and transition. This was the age an old testament Priest was allowed by God to start his ministry. This 
was also the age John the Baptist and Jesus Christ burst onto the scene with their ministries. Jesus 
Christ was baptized by John the Baptist when they were both thirty years old. 

After the fifty five years of stability, Israel takes a dark turn they will never recover from. 
Future Judges like Jephtah and Sampson are completely erratic in their behavior. The Nation proves it 
cannot live simply under the law of God. It’s immaturity compels it reject Theonomy and embrace a 
King based system with all it’s problems. America unfortunately on the same path. Only a moral people
can live free. Criminals and perverts need a police state to keep them from destroying themselves.

III Comparing Scripture With Scripture:
1) Jair the Judge continued the surprisingly boring and faithful leadership of Tola. They combined for 
fifty five years of mature leadership. Amazingly there is no mention of Israel backsliding between the 
time of Tola and Jair’s time as Judge. (Judges 10:3)

2)  The number thirty is exploited in the narrative of Jair’s time as Judge. The maturity of his reign was 
symbolized by his thirty sons. The number thirty in the bible often appears as a sign of maturity, and 
transition. This was the age an old testament Priest was allowed by God to start his ministry. This was 
also the age John the Baptist and Jesus Christ burst onto the scene with their ministries. Jesus Christ 
was baptized by John the Baptist when they were both thirty years old. (Judges 10:4; Numbers 4:1-4; 
Luke 15:11-32)

3) After the fifty five years of stability, Israel takes a dark turn they will never recover from. Future 
Judges like Jephthah and Sampson are completely erratic in their behavior. The Nation proves it cannot
live simply under the law of God. It’s immaturity compels it to reject Theonomy and embrace a King 
based system with all it’s problems. America unfortunately is on the same path. Only a moral people 
can live free. Criminals and perverts need a police state to keep them from destroying themselves. 
(Judges 10:5)

Colt: A colt is a young male donkey which is less than four years of age. Filly: A filly is a young female
donkey which is less than four years of age. ... Yearling: A yearling is a young male or female donkey 
between one and two years of age.


